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 Description  Description 

Check out the fun with five games in one! Original: Drop in your checkers and be the first to getCheck out the fun with five games in one! Original: Drop in your checkers and be the first to get
4-in-a-row to win. PopOut: PopOut feature helps you get 4-in-a-row by popping a checker out4-in-a-row to win. PopOut: PopOut feature helps you get 4-in-a-row by popping a checker out
instead of dropping one in. Pop 10: Start with the grid full of checkers and pop them out. If itsinstead of dropping one in. Pop 10: Start with the grid full of checkers and pop them out. If its
part of a 4-in-a-row, you get to keep it. First to keep 10 wins. Power Up: Use the Powerpart of a 4-in-a-row, you get to keep it. First to keep 10 wins. Power Up: Use the Power
Checkers to pop out one of your opponents checkers or an entire row. Use the "Go Again"Checkers to pop out one of your opponents checkers or an entire row. Use the "Go Again"
checker to give yourself another turn! 5-in-a-Row: For an added challenge use the wings to bechecker to give yourself another turn! 5-in-a-Row: For an added challenge use the wings to be
the first player to get 5-in-a-row! For 2 players ages 7 and up.the first player to get 5-in-a-row! For 2 players ages 7 and up.

Includes lockable grid, top locking mechanism, game base (doubles as a carrying handle), 21Includes lockable grid, top locking mechanism, game base (doubles as a carrying handle), 21
yellow checkers, 21 red checkers, 2 scoring slides, 2 cardboard sliders and instructions.yellow checkers, 21 red checkers, 2 scoring slides, 2 cardboard sliders and instructions.

Improve 3-D visualization in this tic-tac-toe styled game.Improve 3-D visualization in this tic-tac-toe styled game.

Appropriate for ages 7 and upAppropriate for ages 7 and up
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Brand:HasbroBrand:Hasbro
Special Warranty:1 YearSpecial Warranty:1 Year
Unit:EAUnit:EA
Shipment Type:Small PackShipment Type:Small Pack
Additional Freight Rules:Graphics Subject to ChangeAdditional Freight Rules:Graphics Subject to Change
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